
BUILDING A HUMBOLDT

CANNABIS BRAND
LESSONS FROM GLOBAL GEOGRAPHIC INDICATIONS



WHO WE ARE
Humboldt County Growers 

Alliance (HCGA) is a trade 

association composed of  

licensed cannabis businesses in 

Humboldt County

HCGA’s mission is to 

preserve, protect and 

enhance Humboldt County’s 

world-renowned cannabis 

industry





HCGA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Scott Davies

Winterbourne Farm, Honeydew
Kaylie Saxon

Forbidden Fruit Farms, Harris

Scott Vasterling

Humboldt Family Farm, Dinsmore

Aaron Lieberman

Paradise Mountain Farm, Briceland

Stacia Eliason

Peach Tree and Cedar Creek Farms, Willow Creek

Bear Extraction House, Arcata



A VISION FOR 

LEGALIZATION

• Thousands of  small, independent 

businesses

• Fair value returned to producers

• Environmentally sustainable and 

regenerative production

• Ending the criminalization and 

stigma of  cannabis

• Businesses embedded in their 

community

• Consumer recognition for craft 

cannabis



•“America’s farmlands are some of  the 
most productive in the world, thanks in 
no small part to technology and the 
existence of  scale sufficient to leverage 
that technology. Even what Americans 
think of  as a small family farm is quite 
large compared with an illicit marijuana 
operation. There are no amber waves of  
cannabis anywhere in the world today, but 
under a true legalization regime there 
would be… Joints would be about as 
cheap as things that are often treated as 
free. Splenda packets, for example, cost 2 
or 3 cents each when purchased in bulk.”

-Matthew Yglesias, 2012





WHY GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS?

• Holistic strategy for sustainable rural economic development

• Promotes unique, differentiated products tied to land, culture, and climate

• Returns value to producers and prevents capture of  supply chain

• Promotes environmental sustainability and benefit to the community

Most importantly: they work



MARKETING ASSESSMENT ADVISORS 

Massimo Vittori, 

Managing Director, 

oriGIn, Geneva, 

Switzerland

Camron King, Oakwood Strategic, 

former Executive Director of  the 

Lodi Winegrape Commission

Genine Coleman, Executive 

Director of  Origins Council, co-

founder of  Mendocino 

Appellations Project



WHAT DO SUCCESSFUL GEOGRAPHICAL 

INDICATIONS HAVE IN COMMON?

1. Strong organizational and institutional structures.

2. Equitable participation.

3. Effective legal protection.

4. Strong market partners.

5. Grading and quality control.

6. Collective data collection, research, and educational programs.

7. Promotion of  environmental sustainability.

8. Integration with public policy expertise.



STRONG 

ORGANIZATIONAL 

STRUCTURES

• Long-term

• Resilient

• Representative

• Partnership with government

• Capacity to implement strategies 

including differentiation, IP protection, 

and promotion



EQUITABLE 

PARTICIPATION
“When the GIs are controlled by only one part of  the chain, i.e. 

exporters, or the local elite, they may be more business-minded in 

furthering the GI’s commercial success but they also may not offer 

much to producers, unless producers have a position of  power, as 

they do, for example, in the Colombian case study. In some cases, 

capture by the elite can diminish the effectiveness and potentially 

put the original assets of  the GI at risk… Ownership of  the 

legal designation is typically held by the government in trust for 

the stakeholders of  the region and most successful GIs are 

managed by representative stakeholder associations.”

-International Trade Centre. Guide to geographical 

indications: Linking products and their origins



STRONG 
MARKET 
PARTNERSHIPS

Principle: 

Less-resourced producers depend 

more on strong market partners, 

tourism, and press

Better-resourced producers can 

engage afford to engage in direct 

consumer advertising

Key potential partners: retailers, 

distributors, equity businesses



IP PROTECTION

•“A strong domestic GI protection system is essential... A number of  the more successful 

GIs report having spent hundreds of  thousands of  dollars each year to defend themselves. 

These expenses cover the ongoing monitoring, updating, and enforcement or conflict 

resolution in all relevant markets. That is in addition to the initial establishment costs. A 

viable protection strategy usually begins with a strong domestic GI system that reduces the 

likelihood of  internal fraud (within the origin) that could compromise the reputation and, 

in some cases, the validity of  legal protection overseas.”

•-International Trade Centre. Guide to geographical indications: Linking 

products and their origins



DEFINING AND 

CONTROLLING QUALITY

• Relying on reputation alone can be dangerous

• Grading systems and classifications play a key role in 

determining value

• Research and development

• Minimum quality standards

• What is quality cannabis?

• Role of  appellations



DATA 
COLLECTION, 

RESEARCH, AND 
EDUCATION



PROMOTING 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

SUSTAINABILITY

• Promote stringent existing 

environmental baselines

• Promote sustainable and 

regenerative cultivation methods

• Carefully consider additional 

environmental certifications

• Keep it local



PUBLIC POLICY

• How will policy dynamics will affect the California 

market? 

• How will policy dynamics affect the availability and 

nature of  interstate markets?

• IP protection strategy?

• Consider the potential impact of  programmatic 

marketing activities on state, local, and international 

cannabis policy developments.











KEY TAKEAWAYS

• Geographical indications are a holistic strategy for sustainable rural development based around building a 

regional brand identity for unique, specialty products essentially tied to that region

• Strong organizational structures with equitable and representative decision making are critical to regional 

branding projects.

• Marketing is not just (or primarily) advertising. Differentiation, industry partnerships, public relations, IP 

protection, and other integrated factors are critical.

• “Communities that come together in crises, rather than dividing into self-interested factions, can overcome 

the severity of  the situation and emerge better equipped to handle the next one.”



THANK YOU!


